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COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES THROUGHOUT AN

EXTRUDED SHAPE 03’ 24S-T ALUMINUM ALLOY

By D. A. Paul .-

sUMMARY

Tensile and compressive properties ?rere investigated _
of specimens cut from an extruded shape of 24S-T aluminum
alloy. The tensile strengths, tensile yield strengths,

.—,-.

elongations, and compressive yield strengths of both the
.- .L--

unrecrystalliz~d and the recrystallized- portions were ~@=_____ ..
termined. The strength of a cross’section of an extruded
shape is the weighted average “of t“fle$trengths of the~~- ‘..
recrystallized and the recrystallized areas. l!he strength
of an extruded shape variee along the length of the ex-
trusion.

-—----... ..-

INTRODUCTION
.-

The bhicker extruded shapes of 24s-T aluminum alloy
are usually cotipos-ed of an inner unrecrystallized portion
in which there is a high degree of preferred orientation - ‘-
and an outer portion in which coarse grains have formed ..-
as a result of” th-e greater equivalent cold work during ex- .==.=...1..:.,

.—

trusion and recrystallization during solution heat treat-
ment . At thepresent time there is no practical method
for producing shapes that consist either entirelY of. ye-
crystallized or entirely of unrecrystallized metal. The
proportions of these areas vary along the length of such.
an extrusion: the recrystallized area is larger at the
back end than along the remainder of the length. Because.
of the high degree of preferred orientation in the unre-
crystallized part, this part exhibits higher longitudinal

.’ strength than the recrystallized part. The over-all-..
strength of an extruded shape is? t-nerefore~ governed to
some extent by the proportional amounts of each kind of ._ _
structure of which the cross section is composed. Since
the proportions vary along the length, the over-all .-
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2 NACA Technical, Note No. 877

strength of the cross ‘section alsa.var”ies along the length:
this. over-all strength is grea=st at the front end and
least at the back end of the extrusion.

Although some data are available on the variations in
properties throughout extruded shapes, there i-s”little ev-
idence as to how these properties vary along the length of
the extruded shape .or how the over-all strengt-h of a shape
is affected by the different—areas and properties of tho
recrystallized and unrecrystallized portions. In order tu
obt-ain some specific data on this question, the plant se-
lected an extruded shape in which the recrystallized and
unrecrystallized portions were sufficiently extensive to
permit test specimens to be cut entirely from each differ-
ent portion. The properties of t-his extrusion were deter-
mined at a number of different sections.

The object “o&this investigation was to determine the
t=msile and compressive properties at various locationa in
a 24S-T extruded shape. In addition to “tests of specimens
representing localized are~”e in the shape, for’compari.son
tensile tests were made of specimens representing practi-
callr-the full cross section of tifiashape.

SPECIMENS AND “TESTS

-.
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In order to obtain recrystallized areas large enou&h
for the investigation, an extrnsi-on having larger than .. —

normal recrystallized areas was se”lec-. The niece se-
lected was a 36-foot length.of a medium-size 24S-!l!shape
(die K-27043). The cross section of this shape is shown
in figure 1. The cross section consist~d of a main r=tan-

—

gular portion approximately 1 inch by 2= inche~ with three
fins, or extensions, t-he thinnest of which was — inch
thick and projected approximately l; inches fro~Dthe main
portion. The entire section could be inscribed in a cir-
cle of 4&inch diameter. This piece had a recrystallized
coarse-grain portion comprising about 85”percetit of the
cross-sectional area 2 feet from the back end and about 50 L
percent of the cross- seational area 5 feet from the b~ck end.

Transverse sections were first cut from different lo- ,
cations in the extrusion. The-se sections were etched and
ph~togr-aphed. The etched sections. .w8z.a.used as & guide for
choosing the locations for cutting the gpecimens \n the
cases where they ware to be compose”d entirely of either the
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unrecryst. al lized or the recrystallized structure. The
test specimens were, in all cases, cut longitudinally from
the extrusion adjacent to an etched section.

The locations at which the sections for etching and
the test specimens were cut from the extrusion are shown
in figure 2. Round threaded-end tensile specimens with a

g inch in diameter were cut from the ex-reduced section s
trusion at locations 3R6, 3R, and 7R. These’’locati6ns
were, respectively, approximately 4 feet from the front
end, ~feet from the back end, and2~feet froxnthebaclc
end. As indicated by the sketch, two specimens were taken
at each of these three locations, one from the central por~
tion and the other from the outer portion of the heavy part
of the extrusion.

One round specimen with a reduced section ~ inch in
diameter was cut from the extrusion at location 7R and wae
tested by the plant laboratory.

In addition to the round specimens two -rectangular
plate-type tensile specimens,. representing ~ractically the
full cross-sectional area.of the heavy portion of the ex-
trusion, were tested. These specimens w$re 2 feet long
and had a reduced section approximately ~ by 2 by 8 inches.
One of these speaimens was taken from location lR approxi-
mately 2* feet from the front end; the other wag taken
from location 5R approximately 4 feet from the back end.

Tensile strength, yield strength, elongation, and re-
duction of area of the round specimens were dete-rmined.
They were tested in one of the- 20,000-pound-capacity Amsler
machines: A.Templin electrical extensometer was used for
determination of yield strength. —

.,’
,.. Tensile strength, yield st’rength, and elonga~iori of--
the plate-type specimens were determined. They were tested
in the 30”0,000-pound-cap-acity Amsler machine. Strains were
measured with Huggenberger tensometers an-d the yield strengths
were determined from stress-strain curves.

.-

., — —
.

Compressive=yield- strength values were determined on
two specimens. cut longitudinally fro% the gxtrusion at l-oca-

.“ “ t’io’n9R.’” These specimens were E by ~.by 25 inches. and were
tested with the Montgomery-Templin apparatus designed for
single-thickness compressive tests of thin flat sheet. “S~e”&2 ‘

imen 9RC.was cut from the central unrecrystallized ~ort ion
and.specimen 9E0 from the outer recrystallized p~rtion.
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Stress-strain tests were .made of these specimens by use
of Huggenberger .tensometers and an Amsler 20,000-pound-
capacity testing machine.

-.
—

-.
●

RESUIJTS AND DISCUSSION

Photographs of the etched transverse sections of tho
extrusion are shown in figure 1. These photographs il.)-u8-
trate how” therelativ~ amounts of the recrystallized and
unrecrystallized areas vary along the length of the extru-
eion. At section 8R, approx~mately 2 feet from the back

‘ end, the unrecrystallized portion-is only about 15 percent
of the whole cross-sectional area of the shape. At sec-
tion 3R1, approximately 5+ feet from the back end, the un-
recrystallized portionis about 50 percen”t of. the whole
cross-sectional area. At---=ection 2R, -approximately 3* fc5t
from the front end, the entire cross section except- for a
coarse-grain outer skin is unrecrystallized.

Table I is a summary of the test results. Stresa-
strain curves are g,iven in figure A-for .th.e.@l~~e-type ten- t

sile specimens lR,and:5R and. in figure. 4 for the compressive
specimens.9RC arid.9R0. ~ - . ~.

.. ..: : ,..,.
Several. of the tmnsiie specimens were cut from t-he un-

recryst~llized s.tructur e; .These .sp-ecimens ”hadan. average
tensile strength of about 80,000 pounds per square inch and
tensile yield strengtlas of,58,0C?9 to 66,00-0 potinds per
square inch; The fimsile strength of the. unrecrysta-llized
port.ion.’di.dno&:appear to vary along the. length o&,the. ex-
trusion, but--thelowest,yield- strength value~ were obtained

—

at the front end and the highest=ti.t-he. back end. The elon-
gation of the unrecrystallized portion, measured over a gage
length. equal to four.times the diameter of the specimen, was
about 14.5 percent.

.. .
..

Specimen. 7R0 was the only’ specimen tested in teqslon
that was entirely ~f the. coarse-gra~n recryst-allized struct-
ure. The tensile strength, the tensile-yield strength,
and the’ el.ongat,io~“of: th~s portionl..as indicafid by the rez

L

suits obtained” from” thim specimen, wsre about .64,000-nounds
per square inch,::49,000 pound&,p~ s~uare. inch, and,.17 per–- r
cent, respectively..”- . .... - ‘ ;

-..,, -.., . .,,, .,.,
The ,cofnpressiveyield.str.engths of.the u.nrecrystalli~ed

and. rectystal~.ized area-s at:locati.on 9R wer.o 56,000 and

r
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42,200 pounds per square inch, respectively. This differ-
ence iS about the” same as that noted in fhe tensile yiel-d
strengths, but the actual yield strengths in compression
are somewfia”t 16ss- t“han those in tension. The difference=
in tensile and compressive yield strengths are caused by
the fabrication process used in straightening the secti”on.

Specimens 3R0 and 5R were composed partly of the un-
recrystallized and partly of the recrystallized structures,
and their tensile strengths and yield strengths were %6-
tween those obtained from specimens made up entirely of
either structure. Specimen 7R, composed of both structures
and tested at the plant laboratory, also gave values of
tensile strength and of yield strength betweent hose of
the unrecrystallized and recr~stallized areas.

When the tensile properties of the uncrystallized and
the recrystallized portions and the percentage composition
of a section are known, the tensile strength and the yield
strength of the shape as a whole can be computed with a
fair degree of accuracy. For example, at the” center of
specimen 5R, about 56 percent of tile cross section of the
reduced portion was recrystallized and about 44 percent was”””-““
unrecrystallized. From the properties of specimens 7R0 and
7RC~ which were, respectively, composed entirely of the re-
crystallized and unrecrystallized structures, the follotiing
values of tensile, strength and yield strength may be calcu-
lated for specimen 5R: —— —

Tqnsile strength Yield strength
(lb/sq in. ) (lb/sq in. )

Calculated

56 percent of 63,880 = 35,800 56 percent of’ 49,400 = 27,’700
44 percent of 81,200 = 35,700 44 percent of 66,100 =“~9,100_

71,500 56,800
—

Actual

69,750 56,000

This procedure can probably be used for any 24s-T ex-
trusion having an internal structure similar to that of
the shape tested in this investigation. The foregoing 3“a”l-

---L

culations show that~ under direct stress, the strength of
the full section is not governed by the weaker portion but
is the weighted average of the strengths of the recrystal--
lized and the unrecrystallized areas.

—
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Based on the use of “weigh.tei’average.s, the over-all .-—

tensile and yield strengths of th6 extrud6d shapes have
been calculated at f“ive different~ctions along the length.
In obtaining these tansile strengths, the entire cross- -“8—”

sectional area of the extruded. shape, including the three
projecting webs, was considered. The resulting values are
given in table II. These data show that the ov&r-all ten- .
sile and tmsile yield st-rengt-hs of th”e extruded shape at
the back end are 83 atid 89”pert-ent, respectively, of the
corresponding values at the front end. The data further
show that both the tensile and the tensile yield strengths
increase rather rapidly with the distance from--the back
end, and it apps.are.probable that the weakening effect of
the recrystallized portion disappear swit~n the first 6
to 10 feet at the tack end. While the data in table II
are not extensive enough to define the complete variation
in strength along t-he length of the shape, it seems clear
that this variation is not linear along the length but
that the strength is greater throughout most of the length
than would be indicated by linear interpolation between
the strengths of the two ends.

.

CONCLUSIONS

From th6 results obtained in this investigation, the
following conclusions may be drawn regarding the effect
of the variation of the structure in the given 245-T ex-
trusion upon the tensile prope-rties agd cc?rnpressive yield
strength in the longitudinal direction:

1. The tensile strength of the unrecrystallized por-
tfon, at either end of the extru-sion, was about 80,000
pounds per square inch. The tensile yield strength of
this portion was about 66,000 pounds per qquare inch at
the back end of the extrusion and about 58,000 pounds per
square inch at the front end. The elongation of the unre-
crystallized portion, measured over a gage length equal
to four times the diameter of the specimen, averaged about
14.5 percent.

2. The tensile s~gth, the t-ensile yield strength,
and the elongatflon of the” Fecrystalliz”ed coarse-gr”ain por-
tion were approximately 64;000 pounds per square inch,
49,000 pounds per square inch, and 17 percent, respectively.

3. The compressive yield “strengths of the”unrecrys-
tallized and recrystallized portions at the back end of

I

.-

.-

.

r
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--- the extrusion were 56,000 and 42,200 pounds per square.,-—
inch, respectively.

—-...—

F-~- 4. The strength of a cross section of an extruded
shape is not governed by the strength of the weaker por-
tion but is the weighted average of the strengths of the
unrecrystallized and recrystallized areas. Specimens co%-,
posed partly of the un.recrystallized and partly of the re-
crystallized structures have tensile strengths and yield
strengths between those of specimens cotip-osed entirely of
either. The actual strength value depe~ds. upon the pro-
portional amounts of each structure of which the cross-
sectional area of the specimen is composed.

5. The strength of an extruded shape does not vary
linearly. along the length but is greater throughout most .
of the length than would be indicated by linear interpo-
lation between the strengths of the two ends.

.

.,

.

—.

Aluminum Research Laboratories,
Aluminum Company of America,

New Kensington, Pa., August 27, 1942.
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TIXTSILE STREMTES AND TENSIIX YIELD STKEWN3.S OF TEZ ENTIKl CIRJXS SECTION

[ Computod from &ata given in tablo I and ercas indicatcxl in figuro 1]
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(a) Section SIR,approxlmttely2 feet
from back end.

(b) Section @, approxhately 3 feet
from back ends

.

(c) Section a; approxhately 5 feet
from back end.

(d) Section ~, appro2dn&el.y S 1/2
feet from baclc end.

(e) Section ZR, ap~oxhatelya~feet
from front end.

~gure L -Etched cross sections of e~mded SkM (~e K-27W3)
of US-T d~ d.byo
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